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Melody Oriented Interactive Chaotic Sound Generation System 

            Using Music Conductor Gesture

Shuai Chen Yoichiro Maeda

 Abstract—  In the research of interactive music generation, 

we propose a music generation method, that the computer 

generates the music, under the recognition of human music 
conductor's gestures. In this research, the generated music is 

tuned by the recognized gestures for the parameters of the net-

work of chaotic elements in realtime. To make outcomes more 

closer to music, a different method is proposed to make melody 

specifiable. Music theories are embedded in the algorithm, as 

a result, the generated music will be richer. Furthermore, we 

reconstructed the music generation system and performed the 

experiment for generating the music composed by human.

 INTRODUCTION

RADITIONAL music has thousands of years of history.

But playing a musical instrument is not a simple matter

for every person. Only musicians that have undergone a 

process of intensive training can produce music through an 
instrument effectively. The people who only have interest but 

know nothing about the instruments, can only play the role 
of the listeners. However, interactive music, that typically 

involves human interaction, has become a new way to create 

the music.

 There are already existing interactive systems controlling 
music or sound based on human body movements, for 
example, Sound Sculpting[1]. It proposed a new approach 
to mapping hand movements to sound through shapes of a 
virtual input device controlled by both hands. The attributes 
of the virtual object are translated into parameters for real-
time sound editing within MAX/MSP. And a vision-based 
system, Body-Brush, has been proposed, that captures the 
entire human body motions and gestures for 3D painting syn-
thesis and musical sound  generation[2]. And also, instead of 
the virtual acquisition of body movements, Cyber Composer, 
introduced as a music generation system, that melody flow 
and musical expressions can be controlled and generated by 
wearing motion-sensing gloves[3].

 In order to arouse the interest from everyone, it is neces-

sary to make the users' control more in the way to generate 

their music. In addition, in order to ensure that the generated 

music makes every user feel easy to understand and easy to 

control, music conductor gestures must be applied in this 

research.

 In this research, the proposed method is designed, not only 

following the requirements of people but also generating the 

music automatically by using Interactive Chaotic Amusement
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System  (ICAS)[4]. In our former researches, music conductor 

gestures and basic music theories are embedded in the 
algorithm, so that, after the music has been generated, it will 
be arranged by the human's hand conducting gestures[5]. 
Users use their hand gestures to interact with the computer 
for generating the music. Human intention and chaotic 
calculation generate sounds with mutual multiplier effects. 
We attempt to improve the output more approximate with 
real music, we let the melody specifiable in our system. 
By iterating the specified melody with network of chaotic 
elements, a capable range of the parameters is discussed.

OVERVIEW OF CHAOTIC MUSIC GENERATION 

             SYSTEM

 Network of chaotic elements has the connected elements 
of chaos which are coupled to mainly network-like. And 
these chaotic elements are given in the form of differential 
equation. It is also known as large-scale coupled map, 

proposed by  K.Kaneko[6]. By using this theory, it is possible 
to control the state of synchronous and asynchronous of 
chaos. In addition, the combination structure of network of 
chaotic elements can be divided into Coupled Map Lattice 

(CML), and Globally Coupled Map (GCM). In this research, 
the Globally Coupled Map has been used in ICAS. The 
former music generation system generates sound by ICAS, 
and combined with the generation of rhythm patterns, chord 

progression and synchronization process, and then arrange 
the music beat, tempo, and dynamics by using hand gesture.

Globally Coupled Map

 Globally Coupled Map(GCM) is a model of non-linear 
system with a global connected chaotic network, that 
changed by all other elements interacting with the same 
degree of intensity. The equation of GCM is shown as 
follows:



Algorithm of Chaotic Music Generation System

where  xi  (t) shows the state of element i at a discrete time t, 

f (x) shows logistic map, a parameter e shows the strength 
of the entire combination, and N shows the total number of 

elements.

About ICAS

 In this research, we propose some further works of In-
teractive Chaotic Amusement System  (ICAS)[4]. By using 
ICAS which united the chaotic elements to generate various 
sounds by GCM, favorite sounds for an operator appear as a 
whole adjusting the parameter of GCM. Its control is enabled 
by the human operator, and the sound is tuned by a visual 

 infnrmatinn

Proposed Music Generation System

 We propose a method to generate the music that changes 

according to the hand gesture of operator in real-time, and 

not simply mapping the gestures directly into music. Through 

the application and extension of ICAS, we make it possible 

to combine the diversity and the randomness of computer-

generated music with the human requirements for the music. 
The overview of our system is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 is the 

flow chart of hand gesture-based ICAS.
 In this research, first we get the GCM parameters from 

the Graphic User Interface(GUI) with these data, and we 
can generate the pitch and length of sound. And then, 
with the selected rhythm type in the GUI, we adjusted the 
accompanied sound with the rhythm and chord progression, 
and we achieved to make our output sounds more like music. 
We capture the operator's hand gesture by Kinect, and find 
out the hand position from the input data, then figure out the 
center point of hand and wrist as the characteristic point 
of hand gesture. With the coordinates of those points of

both hands in several serial frames, we can calculate the 

amplitude, speed and acceleration of the motion of hand. 
Finally, we arranged the automatic generated music with the 

data of recognized hand gesture.

 MUSIC GENERATION METHOD

 In our former works, the system united the chaotic ele-

ments to generate sound by the Network of Chaotic Ele-

ments, and its control is enable by the operator. In our music 

generation system, we use ICAS to generate the basic sound 
according to the operator's setting of rhythm and tonality, 

and we proposed a method to select the chord progression 

automatically. After this, we obtain the basic sound, gener-

ated by ICAS, the rhythm and chord progression, generated 

by our automatic selection method.

 In this paper, we proposed several methods to improve 

the generated music of our system. First we add a main 

melody into our system, using the iteration of network of 

chaotic elements to relating with other chaotic variables. 

Next, we introduced a parameter to regulating the influence 

of main melody. Finally, we discussed the feasible range of 
the parameter, and generated sound with those data.

Addition of Main Melody

 The melodies existing in most European music written 
before the 20th century, and popular music throughout the 
20th  century[7]. But in our former generation method, all 
the pitch and length of each note are generated by ICAS, 
user can do nothing on what melody will be generated, 
every note is determined under the iteration calculation. The 
original intention of using this is to generate brand new music 
depended on the unpredictability of chaos. But after our 
evaluation experiment, we found that without main melody, 

our output music do not have any vitality, each sound channel 
sounds like background accompaniment. Hence, we try to 
add main melody into our system as the foreground sound.

 Since it is difficult for our system to generate main melody 
automatically, we make the melody specifiable by our system 
users. In order to accompany with main melody, the network 
of chaotic elements has been restructured. Fig. 3 shows the 
idea of iterating the main melody notes in network of chaotic 
elements. In the former networks, all the state variables are 
calculated by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), but in Fig. 3, we set 
up a special state, which use the data of specified main 
melody after preprocessing and normalization. Here the state 
for main melody makes influences on other chaotic state by 
taking average calculation.

 We have divided the range of GCM output into 30 

segments, as Table 1 shows, for tonics, dominants and 

subdominants, there are two segments corresponding to them, 

and we also increased the number of other scales, in order 

to make each scale has a roughly equal probability. Through 

this process, the pitch of main melody can be transfer into 

normalize range of GCM state variables.
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Weights Setting of Melody

 The average computing in Eq. (2) and Fig. 3 cause all the 
state share the same weights, in this research, we make the 
weights of main melody controllable, and rewrite the average 
of all elements as Eq. (3), thus Eq. (2) can be rewrite as Eq. 

(4):

where  co in Eq. (3) is 
Eq. (3) is the number 

(4) indicates the degree 
elements in GCM.

the weights of main melody, N in 

of chaotic elements, and e in Eq. 

of synchronicity among the chaotic

EXPERIMENT

 We have implemented the system described in this paper 

to evaluate the effect of the system. We designed two 

experiments, to find out the difference of the output sound, 

when the parameter e and w have difference.

 The system we have simulated, is programmed under 

Microsoft Visual C++ and Cycling74 company's  MAX/MSP. 
The GUI of hand conducting gesture recognition is shown 

in Fig. 4. We get the operator's music command gesture 

using a Kinect. The red cross shows the center point of 
hand and wrist. In this GUI, we calculate the hand speed 

and amplitude in realtime, and we can get hand direction 

data easily by using Kinect, all these data will be send to 

the music generation and music arrangement program. We 

divided the gesture recognition view into four areas, when 

left hand is out of view, the right hand position decides the 

part play instruments. When both hands can be detected by

GUI of Hand Conducting Gesture Recognition

GUI of ICAS Simulator

our system, for example in the case shown in 

system will play the music in ensemble.

Fig. 4, the

 The GUI of improved ICAS simulator is shown in Fig. 
5. This GUI mainly shows about the music generation, we 
can set the sound tonality and length here. All 15 orchestra 
instruments by MIDI are listed in group, and we can set them 
on or off respectively. And before our conducting, we can 
listen to the automatical generated music first adjusting the 

parameters. When we think it has become interesting enough, 
we start our conducting, and will let the music richer, more 
diverse.

Experimental Results

 We performed an experiment aiming to verify the reason-

able range of parameter e and w . First, we try to figure out 

without adding main melody, how chaotic statement changes 

when we take different parameter a and e. As we want to 

know how well will the chaotic state accompaniment with 

main melody, we first figure out the maximum standard 

deviation among chaotic states when a and e changes.

 Fig. 6 is a result of the GCM phrase diagram without 
melody, and in Fig. 7 shows the GCM phrase diagram when 
w takes the value from 0.5 to 0.8. From Fig. 7 we can find out 
that when w <0.6, we can hardly get the deviation below 1.0 
covering the full range of a(indicated by the red area in Fig. 
7), this will make it impossible to synchronous the chaotic 
sound with melody. On the other hand, while changing the 
value of e with constant a and w, and expecting to let the 
results containing greater range of variation, as a result, we 
have to choose  co  >0.7, and  1.8< a  >2.0.

 Fig. 8(a) gives the main melody 

periment, which is from one of the 
of Lee Ru-ma, Korean. Fig. 8(b) to

line used in this ex-
most popular pieces 

(h) show one of the



GCM Phase Diagram (Without Melody)

GCM Phase Diagram (With Melody)

chaotic element's state accompanying with main melody, 

while parameter e ranging from 0.1 to 0.9. When e=0.9 and 

e=0.7, the chaotic element follows the main melody well, 

while e=0.5 chaotic state begins to distribute on two orbits, 

and there are four orbits at the peaks in e=0.3. As the e 

decreasing the chaotic element spread to more orbits. Chaotic 

state back to chaos after e=0.1. Therefore, we think it can be 

considered that we can get a main melody oriented outcome 

when e > 0.7. While the rest range of e is also interesting. 

From e=0.7 to e=0.2, we can see some intermittency chaos. 

And if we want to get an totally chaotic outcome, as we did 

before, we can set e <0.2.
 In Fig. 9, we apply parameter to generate the music, while 

setting the w=0.7 and e=0.7. The Former ICAS notes show 

significant irregularity, on contrary, the chaotic elements 

accompany with main melody well.
 As a result of the simulation, we confirmed that the 

generated music has more orderly than the simple ICAS 
system and we can get the desired sound along with the 

specified melody.

CONCLUSIONS

 In this paper, we proposed the music conductor gesture 

arranged music generation system. We generated the chaotic 

sounds first, the conducting hand gestures have been used 

to arranging the output music. We took the main melody of 

music into consideration. For the further research, we will 

perform the emotion evaluation experiment and enrich the 
musical expressions and the conducting gestures to achieve 

a better output sound and a higher level of interaction.
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